
Armor - Medical Attire - As a scientist first and foremost I need sanitary, comfortable clothing 
that can provide me with utility storage. Armor plating will only weigh me down and a flowing 
robe will simply get in the way. Also, anything I wear is highly likely to get set on fire, burnt by 
acid or exposed to who knows what else and the medical attire is at a cost conducive to regular 
replacement. 
 
Weapon - Shoto lightsaber - As an Aleena, I am used to most “off-the-shelf” items being a bit 
larger than ideal but in this case I can repurpose what is considered an undersized weapon for 
most into a rightsized weapon for myself. While many of the additional weapons could prove 
very useful in experiments, I need to invest in at least one item for personal safety. I focus on 
my lightsaber skills because I have so little time between experiments as it is that I definitely 
don't have the time to practice with secondary weapon skills. 
 
Equipment - Performance Datapad - Joining the Brotherhood has been quite a boon with 
relation to my data collection and I need a quality device that can help me store and work 
through all of that information. With multiple inputs I should be able to run different devices 
through its computational programs to really accelerate the number crunching. Additionally, the 
portability factor does lend itself well to field experiments although how well it will hold up to field 
work remains to be seen. 
 
Technology - Hololens - This device goes hand in hand with my datapad. In the lab it will allow 
me to review data hands-free and in real-time. However in the field is where this device will 
really shine. Even in the midst of combat I can review the data being collected and make 
adjustments, if needed, to acquire the appropriate data. One such example would alternating 
locations to measure the air temperature fluctuations caused by repeated Force power usage. 
 
Accessory - Kyber Crystal - This is the item I am most excited about because when one 
contemplates possible sub-atomic connections between the Force and physical matter there are 
little better specimens I can think to experiment on than a Kyber crystal. As a naturally occurring 
object that is infused with Force energy my mind races at what mysteries lie within its atoms. It 
is likely that by the time I was done with it the crystal would be of little use to anyone in the 
construction of their lightsaber but if it allowed me to delve further into my theory it will have 
served a much greater purpose than merely focusing energy into a cutting tool. 


